
Short Summary
Herzog the crow, is a sharp witted and utterly immoral bartender. however, his bad
drinking habit seem to have positive effects on him.

About
It's hard to find a negative trait Herzog doesn't have, his
lack of morals and greedy nature stand out even for a
crow – his arrogance is often shown through his witty
sarcastic remarks – and he's probably the last person
you'd want to put your trust in.

However with all these negative traits, Herzog is one of the
best people to know at this dark side of Nyctlarynth - he
has a good nose for profit, knows the in and out of every
joint in town – and last but not least he's the local guru
when it comes to booze.

Working in one of the local pubs, from spirit harvester to a
bartender, Herzog is always up for some good time – he
has the habit of stealing some of the spirit he harvests for
some extra cash and personal use.

Herzog - Character Design Document

History
Herzog is a product of tough childhood, often being picked by the local
kids in town (due to his weak physique and bad looks) - and relying on
no-one but himself.
Herzog isn't of noble nature, and like the rest of his fellow underclass,
he spent most of his childhood playing around and helping his family
with labor work.
In his late teens, Herzog's parents passed away during the white
plague. Being an only child, Herzog was forced to sustain himself and
found work in one of the local pubs as a spirit harvester and errand
boy.
As the years passed by and Herzog became a young adult, his taste
for beverage grew stronger and he was soon to become an expert and
promoted into a bartender.
Although only the nobles on Nyctlarynth get decent education, His line
of work got him acquainted with a diverse range of people and
cultures, and in turn he might be considered more educated than most
ordinary folk and maybe even some of the nobles.
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Physical Description :

Age : 25 years old
Sex : Male

Height : 2'4 Feet
Weight : 8 kilogrammes
Pysique : Weaker than average, Agile
Details : Moe on right chick, under mouth
Eye Color : Black
Abilities : Flight (like all crows)
Clothes : Dark Toxido, Leather Shoes

  Purple Tie, Dark Wrist Colars

Looks : Uglier than average
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World
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

Dark, Gloomy
Inhabited by nocturnal predators (crows, vultures,
owls, spiders, etc) and like our world many
countries are multi-racial.
Creature inherit stereotypical traits from our world
(greedy crows,
manipulating spiders, etc), but their body sizes are
different (most birds creatures are at around 2feet
high, including insects - their size is effected by
their role, for example villains are big while innocent
creatures small)
Mechanical technology equivalent to late medieval
ages
Creatures sleep during the day, awake at night.
Feudal class structure – lords, nobles, workers,
peasants.
Spirits harvested from dead bodies to be used as
alcohol ("spirits"),
with comical references (for example old spirits are
like old wine)



Alcoholic Adventure Comedy. (multiform narrative, the
character as a dual personality, binary opposites)
Protagonist get drunk one night, see a mistress in distress
(stuck in a well) - and helps them (since he's drunk)
Protagonist sobers up and tricks the crow girl he just helped
for self gain - steals her diamond necklace. (treasure)
Protagonist on the run from the law with treasure.
Protagonist travels all across the land looking for a static safe
haven (at his narcotic uncle who lives at a swamp far to the
south).
Protagonist is thrown to different adventures on the road,
meeting different cultures and solves problems against his
nature, (unlikely hero) though causing more problems after he
leaves. (the hero you love to hate)
Protagonist achieves a self discovery, fulfillment he gets from
going against his wicked nature.
Protagonist at a moral dilemma to give the treasure back
(sentimental/medical need rather than materialistic), on which
he gives it back in an eye watering scene, also trusting his
victim not to give him over to the law.
Last scene, Protagonist at his safe haven, revealing he gave
a fake treasure back and plays with the real one. ("suckers")
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Current plot situation

Emotions expressed mainly through eyes and eyebrows
Mouthshape curve on the edge on extreme emotions
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Herzog's personna is largely influenced by Edmund Blackadder (played by Rowan Atkinson) - a
manipulating person who would stop at nothing for self gain and sometimes harm others out of
spite, (all while maintaining comedy to make the audience like him rather than hate him) relying
on his wits due to his weak physique and bad looks - and last but not least Blackadder's sarcasm
as the core comedy element is something that is shared in this plot.
However unlike BlackAdder, the protagonist represents general negative traits shared by his
entire race (crows), isn't manipulative nor cares at all for politics (Blackadder sole existence is to
gain politic power through manipulation) - and has a weakness for beverage which makes him
more human. (Blackadder has none, which suggests he is of strong character)
Herzog's multilayered personality comes to fill a space left by the story high focus on this
character, and the 2nd "good" character is just your typical cliché hero shared by too many films.

•

•

•

Influences

Weight Distribution in Motion

Dynamic Hair

Head as a Weight Center

Necktie
Dynamic on suspense scenes
Static on regular scene


Short Summary Herzog the crow, is a sharp witted and utterly immoral bartender. however, his bad drinking habit seem to have positive effects on him.
About It's hard to find a negative trait Herzog doesn't have, his lack of morals and greedy nature stand out even for a crow – his arrogance is often shown through his witty sarcastic remarks – and he's probably the last person you'd want to put your trust in.However with all these negative traits, Herzog is one of the best people to know at this dark side of Nyctlarynth - he has a good nose for profit, knows the in and out of every joint in town – and last but not least he's the local guru when it comes to booze.Working in one of the local pubs, from spirit harvester to a bartender, Herzog is always up for some good time – he has the habit of stealing some of the spirit he harvests for some extra cash and personal use.When drunk, Herzog is actually a good samaritan with high morals - a fact Herzog isn't aware of. (because he's drunk)
Herzog - Character Design Document
History 
Herzog is a product of tough childhood, often being picked by the local kids in town (due to his weak physique and bad looks) - and relying on no-one but himself. 
Herzog isn't of noble nature, and like the rest of his fellow underclass, he spent most of his childhood playing around and helping his family with labor work. 
In his late teens, Herzog's parents passed away during the white plague. Being an only child, Herzog was forced to sustain himself and found work in one of the local pubs as a spirit harvester and errand boy. 
As the years passed by and Herzog became a young adult, his taste for beverage grew stronger and he was soon to become an expert and promoted into a bartender. 
Although only the nobles on Nyctlarynth get decent education, His line of work got him acquainted with a diverse range of people and cultures, and in turn he might be considered more educated than most ordinary folk and maybe even some of the nobles. 
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Sex		: Male
Height		: 2'4 Feet
Weight	: 8 kilogrammes
Pysique	: Weaker than average, Agile
Details	: Moe on right chick, under mouth
Eye Color	: Black
Abilities	: Flight (like all crows)
Clothes         : Dark Toxido, Leather Shoes
                    Purple Tie, Dark Wrist Colars         
Looks		: Uglier than average
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Dark, GloomyInhabited by nocturnal predators (crows, vultures, owls, spiders, etc) and like our world many countries are multi-racial.
Creature inherit stereotypical traits from our world (greedy crows, 
manipulating spiders, etc), but their body sizes are different (most birds creatures are at around 2feet high, including insects - their size is effected by their role, for example villains are big while innocent creatures small)Mechanical technology equivalent to late medieval agesCreatures sleep during the day, awake at night.Feudal class structure – lords, nobles, workers, peasants.Spirits harvested from dead bodies to be used as alcohol ("spirits"),
with comical references (for example old spirits are like old wine)
Alcoholic Adventure Comedy. (multiform narrative, the character as a dual personality, binary opposites)Protagonist get drunk one night, see a mistress in distress (stuck in a well) - and helps them (since he's drunk)Protagonist sobers up and tricks the crow girl he just helped for self gain - steals her diamond necklace. (treasure)Protagonist on the run from the law with treasure.Protagonist travels all across the land looking for a static safe haven (at his narcotic uncle who lives at a swamp far to the south).Protagonist is thrown to different adventures on the road, meeting different cultures and solves problems against his nature, (unlikely hero) though causing more problems after he leaves. (the hero you love to hate)Protagonist achieves a self discovery, fulfillment he gets from going against his wicked nature.Protagonist at a moral dilemma to give the treasure back (sentimental/medical need rather than materialistic), on which he gives it back in an eye watering scene, also trusting his victim not to give him over to the law.Last scene, Protagonist at his safe haven, revealing he gave a fake treasure back and plays with the real one. ("suckers")
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Current plot situation
Emotions expressed mainly through eyes and eyebrows
Mouthshape curve on the edge on extreme emotions
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Herzog's personna is largely influenced by Edmund Blackadder (played by Rowan Atkinson) - a manipulating person who would stop at nothing for self gain and sometimes harm others out of spite, (all while maintaining comedy to make the audience like him rather than hate him) relying on his wits due to his weak physique and bad looks - and last but not least Blackadder's sarcasm as the core comedy element is something that is shared in this plot.
However unlike BlackAdder, the protagonist represents general negative traits shared by his entire race (crows), isn't manipulative nor cares at all for politics (Blackadder sole existence is to gain politic power through manipulation) - and has a weakness for beverage which makes him more human. (Blackadder has none, which suggests he is of strong character)
Herzog's multilayered personality comes to fill a space left by the story high focus on this character, and the 2nd "good" character is just your typical cliché hero shared by too many films.
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Influences
Weight Distribution in Motion
Dynamic Hair
Head as a Weight Center
Necktie 
Dynamic on suspense scenes
Static on regular scene 
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